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reSolutIon SPB/1���� 
World heritage Watch

We, participants of the nGo Forum on World Heritage held in st  Petersburg, Russia, 
from 22-24 June 2012, 

Recalling that “… each state Party to this Convention shall endeavour (a) to adopt a 
general policy which aims to give the cultural and natural heritage a function in the life of 
the community…” (Art  5 WH Con);

emphasizing the important role non-governmental actors have in achieving the aims of 
this policy and in the safeguarding of World Heritage Properties, 

noting the “new Directives Concerning unesCo’s Partnership with non-Governmental 
organizations” (187 eX/37, 2011);

expressing our resolve to unite in order to complement unesCo’s efforts for the 
effective implementation of the World Heritage Convention and the safeguarding of 
World Heritage Properties,

Declare our intention to establish an association called “World Heritage Watch” 

World Heritage Watch shall be a global network of non-governmental actors who reside 
in or in the vicinity of, are concerned about, or focus their work on the protection of 
World Heritage Properties  

World Heritage Watch shall have the following tasks��

1)  to network, exchange information and experiences between its members in order 
to contribute to improved participation in the management and enhance the 
protection of World Heritage Properties;

2)  to assist in the implementation of the World Heritage Convention;

3) to alert the world public to the state of Conservation of World Heritage Properties; 

4)  to work with the World Heritage Committee and its Advisory Bodies in order to alert 
them about important developments, especially potential conflicts and threats to 
the Properties as early, detailed and comprehensive as possible; and

5)  to organize an annual meeting preceding the session of the World Heritage 
Committee 

We invite other non-governmental actors who are committed to the protection of World who are committed to the protection of World 
Heritage to �oin our initiative o �oin our initiative 

St. Petersburg, 24 June 2012
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reSolutIon SPB/��� SPB/��� 
access to participation

We, the participants of the nGo Forum on World Heritage held in st  Petersburg, 
Russia, from 22-24 June 2012, have adopted unanimously the following resolution��

Acknowledging the achievements of 40 years of the Convention and its universality, 
underscored by the anniversary theme “World Heritage and sustainable Development�� 
the Role of local Communities”;

Recognizing that the international monitoring provided through the Convention is of 
paramount importance for the continued protection of World Heritage properties; 

We value the World Heritage Convention as a successful instrument for protection and 
in raising awareness and appreciation of the world’s most important natural and cultural 
heritage 

However, many World Heritage Properties do not have the desired state of conservation 
and are threatened by adverse developments and pressures such as mines, dams, 
agribusiness, construction and other large infrastructure pro�ects, as well as climate 
change, tourism, uncontrolled urban development, and not the least by neglect, 
ignorance, ideology and lack of resources, as identified in the annual summary 
documents of the state of Conservation Report by the World Heritage Centre 
 
The Operational Guidelines rightly confirm that World Heritage Properties cannot be 
effectively safeguarded without the active involvement of non-governmental actors  this 
conveys a high responsibility on them, understanding that obligations can be accepted 
when there is a balance between rights and responsibilities 

their inclusion should relate to all stages of the World Heritage procedures, from 
selecting properties for tentative lists to preparing nominations, establishing the 
management, the implementation, monitoring and reporting for the protection of theimplementation, monitoring and reporting for the protection of the, monitoring and reporting for the protection of the 
properties 

non-governmental actors possess the wisdom and traditional knowledge of biodiversity 
and natural resources as well as of techniques of architecture and craftsmanship, and of 
the intangible spiritual, cultural and historical values connected to the properties 

together we can make invaluable and irreplaceable contributions to the safeguarding of 
World Heritage Properties 

in order to further these aims, we call upon the World Heritage Committee to adopt an 
amendment to Draft Decision 36 COM 7C on Reflection on the Trends of the State of 
Conservation with a purpose to involve non-governmental actors;

the World Heritage Committee, in its review of the strategic Action Plan and Vision 
for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention 2012-2022 (WHC-11/18 
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GA/11), to adequately reflect the role and importance of non-governmental actors in the 
safeguarding of World Heritage Properties; 

the open-end working group to be established under Decision 35 CoM 13 to invite non-
governmental actors to make representations to the Group in order to integrate into 
the Operational Guidelines procedures for the definition and role of non-governmental 
actors in the protection of the World Heritage

the nGo and wider non-governmental community to participate in a pre-World Heritage 
Committee session Forum to be scheduled annually and to allow a platform for 
dialogue and debate 

St. Petersburg, 24 June 2012
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reSolutIon SPB/3�� 
access to information in the context 

of the World heritage Convention

We, the participants of the nGo Forum on World Heritage held in st  Petersburg, 
Russia, from 22-24 June 2012,

Noting the theme of the World Heritage Convention’s 40th Anniversary, “World Heritage 
and sustainable Development�� the Role of local Communities”;

Also noting World Heritage Committee Decision 35 CoM 12B (2011), in which the Com-
mittee decided to live-stream its meetings over the web and to make working documents 
public, with a view to improving transparency of documents and statutory meetings;

Further noting the outcome Document of the united nations Conference on 
sustainable Development Rio+20 (20-22 June 2012), The Future We Want, in which 
Governments renewed their commitment to sustainable development; underscored that 
broad public participation and access to information are essential to the promotion of 
sustainable development, and that sustainable development requires the meaningful 
involvement and active participation of all Ma�or Groups; and agreed to work more 
closely with the ma�or groups and other stakeholders and encourage their active 
participation, as appropriate, in processes that contribute to decision-making, planning 
and implementation of policies and programs for sustainable development at all levels;

Deeply concerned that there is no requirement for nomination files, management plans 
and monitoring mission reports to be made publicly available before the World Heritage 
Committee takes a decision;

Urge the World Heritage Committee and unesCo to remedy the existing lack of 
transparency in the implementation of the World Heritage Convention and ensure, 
inter alia, that nomination files, management plans and monitoring mission reports are 
made publicly available as soon as they are received by UNESCO, so that affected 
indigenous peoples, local communities and other rights- and stakeholders have 
sufficient time to review the documents and provide input and comments in advance of 
any decision being taken by the World Heritage Committee;

Recommend that the World Heritage Committee  include the following paragraph in 
Decision 36 CoM 12B��

Transparency of documents 

X. Requests the World Heritage Centre to make all nomination files, management 
plans and monitoring mission reports public as soon as they are received, 
including any existing nomination files, management plans and monitoring mission 
reports that have not been made public as of yet 

St. Petersburg, 24 June 2012
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reSolutIon SPB/4�� 
on the threats to the natural heritage 

Properties

1   Participants of the international nGo Forum „Protection of unesCo World 
Heritage Properties“, having heard and discussed the reports and messages from 
nGos around the world have concluded that 

 
2   More and more World Heritage properties (both natural and cultural) are under 

threat of destruction or loss of their outstanding universal Value, which was the 
basis for their inscription on the World Heritage list  

3   these threats are exacerbated by

– lack of integrated state policy on the preservation of World Heritage properties;

– lack of national legislation to protect World Heritage properties at the national level;

– lack of an administrative framework to protect and manage World Heritage 
properties;

– lack of management plans, appropriate management structures and resourcing 
for World Heritage areas;

– commercial influence on and the legal irresponsibility of, the authorities 
responsible for  making decisions connected with the control of World Heritage 
properties1; 

– failure to comply legislation and/or modification of legislation to lower the level 
of legal protection  afforded World Heritage properties2;

– lack (in some cases) of clearly defined borders of the World Heritage 
properties and their buffer zones;

– lack of public information (including mapping) on the boundaries, buffer zones 
and restrictions on economic activities within the World Heritage areas and 
buffer zones;

– lack of information and promotion of the benefits of World Heritage status to 
the community 

 1 In Russia and some other countries this is aggravated by corruption, for instance an official from 
the Ministry of natural Resources , was arrested while receiving a bribe to allow  construction on the 
territory of Zabaikalsky national park (“Baikal lake” World Heritage property)
 2 In particular in Russia the Federal Law FZ № 365 and amendments to the Federal laws “on 
specially protected natural areas” and “on environment protection” were adopted  
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4   Agreements between state Parties to the Convention or organizations of some 
state parties, which contravene article 6 of the Convention and/or ignore decisions 
of the World Heritage Committee which are likely to directly or indirectly result in 
damage to cultural or natural world heritage properties belonging to one of the 
state parties3 

5.  Decisions by international credit-financial institutions to finance commercial 
enterprises that are directly or indirectly connected with activity that may lead to 
the destruction or degradation of World Heritage properties or to the lowering of 
their outstanding universal value4 

6.  Insufficiently clear formulation of the World Heritage Convention and its working 
documents (in particular the operational Guidelines to the Convention) can 
result in World Heritage Committee decisions being unduly influenced by political 
con�ecture 

7   in a number of countries, sites of outstanding universal value, which satisfy one 
or more of the criteria of the Convention, are not recommended by the state party 
for inscription onto the World Heritage list due to existing plans for economic 
utilization of those sites  Furthermore, the Convention does not provide a 
mechanism for inscription of sites located outside national �urisdiction (e g  parts of 
the Arctic) 

8   in countries or regions where nGos participate in management and monitoring 
of World Heritage properties, it is much harder for authorities and businesses to 
make decisions that destroy or degrade World Heritage properties 

9   Peaceful Civil activists, who are trying to defend World Heritage by ensuring 
authorities uphold existing legislation, are in some countries being harassed and 
intimidated by those authorities to withdraw 

10.  The participants of the International NGO Forum in St. Petersburg June 22-
24 2012 make the following resolutions. We recommend that the members 
of the UNESCO World Heritage Committee, having gathered for the 36th 
session,  support the following: 

 3  For example the President of France has signed a Memorandum under which the French 
State Bank CDC will finance the construction of the mountain ski resort on the territory of the Western 
Caucasus World Heritage property (Russian Federation) in defiance of the decision of the 35th session of 
the World Heritage Committee;
the Government of the Peoples Republic of China has signed preliminary  agreements with the 
Government of the Russian Federation to construct the “Altai” gas pipeline through the territory of the 
“Golden Mountains of Altai” World Heritage property in defiance of the decision of the 35th session of the 
World Heritage Committee;
 4 For example the european Bank of Reconstruction and Development gave credit to the company  
GV Gold, in spite of the fact that its affiliate company planned to mine gold on the territory of the “Virgin 
Komi Forests” World Heritage property violating the decisions of the 34th and 35th sessions of the World 
Heritage Committee  the World Bank plans to invest money in construction of the hydropower stations in 
the selenga River basin in Mongolia are likely to damage the “lake Baikal” World Heritage property 
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11   Make publicly available information on  any World Heritage Area, which meets 
one or more of the criteria outlined in paragraphs 179 and 180 of the operational 
Guidelines (relating to ‘World Heritage in Danger’) and the steps the Committee is 
proposing to take to rectify the threats to the area 

12   encourage iuCn to strengthen its gap analysis by assessing all countries against 
all World Heritage criteria and to consider establishing a co-operative framework 
between the advisory bodies and nGo’s to develop an inventory of areas likely 
to be of World Heritage Value but which have not been nominated by parties 
because of economic or political considerations  

13   initiate the preparation of additions to the Convention to enable the inscription of 
sites located outside the national �urisdiction of parties  the Arctic should be a 
priority area for assessment and inscription once appropriate changes have been 
made to the Convention  

14   Ask the advisory bodies to develop guidance on national legislation for World 
Heritage 

15   Ask the World Heritage Center to engage with trans-national corporations and 
international financial institutions to ensure that they do not fund projects with the 
potential damage to Word Heritage properties 

16   Ask states parties to adopt the World Heritage committee policy that oil, gas and 
mining operations are incompatible with obligations to protect World Heritage sites 

17   natural World Heritage sites where particular concerns have been raised and 
requests made of the World Heritage Committee are the following��

18   RussiA, Various sites as outlined in the attached document

 Call on the World Heritage Committee and Advisory Bodies to examine in detail 
and take action on, the critical issues raised about the failure of the Russian 
government to adequately protect areas of outstanding universal value within its 
territory  these concerns are outlined in detail in the attachment to this document  

 Given the very large number of problems facing World Heritage Properties in 
Russia, convene a special workshop in which Russian nGo’s are invited to 
participate and outline the basis for their concerns and suggested remedies  

19.  VIRUNGA MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK, Democratic Republic of Congo

 Call upon the World Heritage Committee to vote in favor of the draft Decisions 36 
com 7A 36 CoM 7A 4

 Call upon the DRC Government to ensure that the provisions of the World 
Heritage Convention are upheld, and to explore alternative development models 
for Virunga area, which do not rely on oil exploration and development inside the 
current boundaries of Virunga national Park 
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 Call upon the state Parties of France, the united Kingdom, Russia and south 
Africa to commit to upholding their treaty obligations under the World Heritage 
Convention and to take all possible measures to ensure that companies 
headquartered in their territories do not conduct oil exploration or extraction 
activities inside the current boundaries of Virunga National Park nor inflict any 
indirect or direct damage to the cultural and natural heritage of the park 

 Call upon all state Parties to the Convention,to impress this responsibility upon the 
state Parties of France, the united Kingdom, Russia and south Africa  

20.  TANSMANIAN WILDERNESS WORLD HERITAGE AREA, Australia

 Call upon the state Party of Australia to immediately implement a moratorium on 
logging in areas of forest ad�acent to the existing World Heritage site, which have 
previously been identified by IUCN as having World Heritage values.

 Further call upon the state Party of Australia to immediately begin a World 
Heritage nomination process to include these threatened forests into the World 
Heritage area 

21.  GREAT BARRIER REEF, WORLD HERITAGE AREA, Australia

 enDoRses the letter written by Australian nGo’s to the World Heritage 
Committee supporting the adoption of  draft decision 36  CoM 7B 85

 FuRtHeR CAll  upon the state party of Australia to immediately implement the 
recommendations of the Reactive Mission Report 

22.  BELOVEZHSKAYA PUSCHA, Belorussia

 Re-iterate the urgent need to expand the World Heritage property “Belovezhskaya 
Puscha” in Belarus and provide broad public participation and control over the 
whole process 

23.  GOLDEN MOUNTAINS OF ALTAI, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, China, Russia

 Recommends that the World Heritage Committee endorse the initiative of an 
expanded Golden Mountains of the Altai World Heritage site, including Russia, 
China, Kazakhstan and Mongolia 

 Further recommends that the World Heritage Committee  assist in providing  
technical and financial support for this initiative.

 Further recommends that the World Heritage Committee facilitate and provide 
organizational and financial support in 2013th year a technical workshop  including 
experts and representatives of Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan and China to 

 5 see letter attached 
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further progress the concept of an expanded Golden Mountains of the Altai World 
Heritage site to incorporate appropriate areas of Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan 
and China 

 Further suggests that the World Heritage Committee encourage other un 
organizations and programs, such as, inter alia, unDP and FAo, to support the 
sustainable use of natural resources by populations living in the territories to be 
added to the Golden Mountains of Altai World Heritage Property

St. Petersburg, 24 June 2012
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ATTACHMENT
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reSolutIon SPB/5�� 
on the threats to the natural heritage 

Properties in the russian federation

I.  The participants of the International NGO Forum in St. Petersburg June 22-
24 2012 make the following resolutions. We recommend that the members 
of the UNESCO World Heritage Committee, having gathered for the 36th 
session,  support the following: 

1   to suggest to the Russian state Party��

-  to prevent changes to the Russian Federation legislation which could 
weaken  the regime of protection of valuable natural and cultural ob�ects and 
in particular Federal laws “on specially protected natural areas” and “on 
environment protection” and to abrogate the changes adopted by the Federal 
Law № 365–FZ.

            
–   until the next session, with participation of the advisory bodies and nGos, 

work out and adopt the national legislation which strengthens the status of  
World Heritage properties and protects them from any activities that could 
lead to their destruction or degradation or to the lowering of their outstanding 
universal value; 

–  to create within the structure of the Federal authorities an interdepartmental 
coordinating body for protection of the World Heritage properties  that body 
shall have rights to issue obligatory orders to authorities of different levels to 
cancel decisions which could lead to the destruction and degradation of the 
World Heritage properties or to decreasing of their outstanding universal value  
to create under that body Public a Council comprised of nGos carrying out 
public monitoring of the condition of World Heritage properties;

– to create regional Administrations to manage World Heritage properties which 
report to the coordinating body;

–  to organize work on development and adoption of borders for World Heritage 
properties, borders of their buffer zones and detailed plans of  management for 
World Heritage Properties 

–  to make public and publish complete basic documentation regarding World 
Heritage properties including the text of the Convention Concerning Protection 
of the World Cultural and natural Heritage and operational Guidelines on 
Convention implementation, graphic materials reflecting defined borders of 
the Russian properties and their buffer zones, as well as official translation of 
the World Heritage Committee session regarding Russia as well as reports of 
iCoMos and iuCn monitoring missions concerning Russian World Heritage 
properties 
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2.  To appeal to international and national credit-financial organizations to not finance 
pro�ects or structures that are directly or indirectly connected with any activity that 
could lead to the destruction, degradation or lowering of the outstanding universal 
value of the World Heritage properties 

II.  To the Russian Federation:

3   to consider whether to change the state policy of Russia in relation to recreation 
and tourism in World Heritage properties and to remove special economic  
zones from these properties when there are plans for intensive economic  
development 

4   to develop national World Heritage legislation n through consultation with the 
public and World Heritage advisory bodies

Forum participants note with reference to the World Natural Heritage properties 
that: 
 
5   in spite of repeated decisions of the World Heritage Committee, threats to the 

outstanding universal value of some World natural Heritage properties continue to 
grow  the biggest number of such properties is located on the territory of Russia 
and in African countries 

Among those properties are��

6.  «Virgin Komi Forests». in spite of decisions of the 33th, 34th and 35th sessions of 
the unesCo World Heritage Committee, in 2010, the Chudnoye gold deposit was 
excluded from the territory of the “Yugyd Va” national Park  in 2011, the geological 
survey works took place as well as exploration work  this resulted in damage to 
natural values including water values of the Kozhim River basin  in 2012 these 
works were extended 

7.  «The Lake Baikal». Despite numerous decisions of the World Heritage   
Committee, the Baikalsk pulp-and-paper mill was re-started with open circuit 
water cycle in 2010 and has been working since then to the present moment  this 
results in waste water, containing hazardous substances the amount of which 
goes beyond the established norms, which flows directly into lake Baikal. Severe 
air pollution in also continuing  According to plans of the Russian government, 
announced in the beginning of 2012, the plant should work in the same way 
until 2015 as a minimum  unpromising modernization of the plant is being 
planned, as well as easing of the requirements relating to admissible impact 
on the ecosystems of the lake Baikal, due to the plant’s inability to meet these 
requirements  

 
 Instead of the suggestion to try to find financing for a closed circuit water cycle 

until the December of 2012 (unesCo), it would be preferable to close down the 
Baikalsk pulp-and-paper mill (BPPM)  
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  Furthermore, an additional threat has emerged relating to exploitation of the 
Kholodninskoe polymetallic ore within the boundaries of the World Heritage 
site1  

 And, a serious additional threat is posed by hydroelectric dams in the lake Baikal 
catchment  impounding of the Boguchanskaya hydro-power station on the river 
Angara has started, which is very likely to result in the permitted fluctuation criteria 
of the level of Baikal being increased (at present the level is 1 meter according to a 
decision of the Russian government)  

 
 Moreover, the Government of Mongolia is planning to build several WHs in 

Selenga’s river basin (half of the water flowing into Baikal), with funds from the 
World Bank and Kuwait Fund  this is also likely to harm the freswater ecosystems 
of the lake, especially in the delta of the selenga river which is an internationally 
important wetland protected by the Ramsar Convention  

8.  «Volcanoes of Kamchatka». At the beginning of 2012 the authorities of 
Kamchatsky Kray publically announced plans to construct hydropower stations 
cascade on Kronotskaya River flowing through the territory of Kronotsky Biosphere 
Reserve  Due to promotion of the pro�ect by the Kray authorities this pro�ect 
created interest among Korean investors2 

 
 Despite the numerous decisions of the World Heritage Committee about the 

incompatability of minerals exploration and extraction within the World Heritage 
property, in May 2012 on the web-site of the Kamchatsky Kray Administration, 
a decision to change the regulations regarding “Bystrinsky” nature Park was 
published  this decision allowed geological prospecting works in the territory of the 
park3 

 Furthermore, the decision of the 34th session has not been carried out to give 
inspectors of regional protected areas the authority to exercise state control  As a 
result protection of the above-mentioned territories is not carried out even though 
on a Federal level appropriate changes were adopted in 2011 

 1 Buryatia authorities intend to revise the demands of the environment legislation and Central 
environmental zone of Baikal  in some places the water protection zone reaches 70 km from the shore 
line  in particular the Kholodninskoye deposit is exactly in the Central environmental zone, the boundary 
laid after it  – Buryatia President marked on news-conference on January 23  Due to his words in the 
Central environmental zone it is necessary to smooth the ban on economic activity conduction  the 
“Metals of Eastern Siberia” (MBC) corporation which is the affiliate of the “Metropol” company of mining 
industry, has dealings with the Kholodninskye lead and zinc ore deposit mentioned in the statement of 
Buryatia President 
 it negotiated with the Ministry of natural Resources of Russia counting to receive the permission of state 
bodies for the development of the deposit located in the Baikal Central environmental zone 
Kholodninskoye deposit, located in the east-Baikal District of Buryatia since march 2005 belongs to the 
structures of the iF “Metropol��  the licence was issued till 2025  But its development  is restrained by  the 
fact that the active is located in the Central environmental zone of Baikal natural territory 
 2 http��//www kamchatka gov ru/?cont=info&menu=1&menu2=0&news_id=19912, http��//www lhp 
rushydro ru/company/ob�ectsmap
 3 http��//www kamchatka gov ru/?cont=info&menu=1&menu2=0&news_id=19912, http��//www lhp 
rushydro ru/company/ob�ectsmap
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9. «Golden Mountains of Altai». in spite of  repeated decisions of by World Heritage 
Committee about incompatibility of  gas pipeline construction via the territory 
of the World Heritage property and assurance by the Russian state party that 
no decision had been made to commence construction, in september 2011 on 
the territory of the “ukok Quite Zone” nature Park, design and survey works 
connected with the pipeline construction started  in August 2011, in the area of the 
works a fire occurred which burnt nearly 4,000 hectares. In 2012 the works are 
continuing 

10. «Western Caucasus». in spite of the repeated decisions of the World Heritage 
Committee, Russian authorities plan to construct the lagonaki Mountain ski resort 
on the territory of the Caucasus Biosphere Reserve  this activity was legalized 
in 2011 in Russia by Law № 365-FZ being passed as a Federal law “On specially 
protected natural areas”  the law allows construction of mountain ski complexes 
and tourist infrastructure inside the biosphere polygons of the biosphere reserves  
In development of this law the Russian Government, by its order № 603-r dated 
April 23, 2012 allowed the construction on the territory of lagonaki biosphere 
polygon of mountain ski routes, cable roads and other capital ob�ects as well as 
infrastructure�� 

 Furthermore, in 2011 a tender for construction of the road and cableway was 
organized/ Both roads will lead to the “Lunnaya Poliana” (officially named 
‘Biosphere” Scientific Center) governmental residence through the territory of 
the Caucasus Biosphere Reserve  in April 2012 public hearings into the above-
mentioned roads took place  According to the material presented the road 
construction will damage the habitat and breeding grounds of rare and endangered 
species including such globally rare species as buxus (buxus colchic�, IUCN Red�, IUCN Red, iuCn Red 
Data list, nt)  

 
 in 2012 within the territory of the Caucasus nature reserve construction of the 

border guard (FsB of Russia) station was also begun 

11.  Based on the information provided above, the forum participants 
recommend to the Members of unesCo World Heritage Committee gathered on 
36th session to place the following sites on the World Heritage in Danger list��

 
12   «Virgin Komi Forests», «Western Caucasus» and «Golden Mountains of 

Altai». 
 
 In all cases decisions by the authorities could lead to the loss of 

Outstanding Universal Value of the properties or activity is already occurring 
which satisfies criteria in clause 180, of the Operational Guidelines, relating 
to the criteria for inscribing them into the “World Heritage in Danger” List.

13  With regard to the “Lake Baikal” World Heritage property
    Given that adoption of the draft decision 36 COM 7B.22 Lake Baikal (Russian 

Federation)  in the edition, prepared by the World Heritage Center, will be the 
basis for continuation of the BPPM work with the disconnected cycle for an 
unlimited period of time, to re-draft points 3, 4 and 7 as suggested below:
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3    Notes with serious concern that it is planned to allow the operation of the 
Baikalsk Paper and Pulp Mill (BPPM) till 2015 without adequate measures 
being in place to address the problem of waste water discharged into the lake, 
recalls the State Party’s commitment made at the 34th session (Brasilia, 2010), 
to develop and implement a closed-loop water system by December 2012; 

4.  Requests the State Party, in the event that the implementation of the 
closed-loop water system is not secured by December 2012, to close 
the Baikalsk Paper and Pulp Mill (BPPM), and considers that the continued 
operation of BPPM without adequate measures in place to address the 
considerable negative environmental impacts would represent a clear 
ascertained danger to the property’s Outstanding Universal Value as defined in 
paragraph 180 of the Operational Guidelines; 

7.  Also requests the State Party to implement the 2011 joint World Heritage 
Centre/IUCN reactive monitoring mission recommendations, in particular to: 

a)  assist BPPM in obtaining as a matter of urgency the required investment to 
effectively implement the closed-loop water treatment system and to ensure 
that this investment is used for this purpose and not for enhancing the existing 
production system, – to delete this point completely

b)  continue the effective implementation of a long-term alternative livelihoods 
strategy for the town of Baikalsk, 

c)  develop, under the umbrella of the Special Law for Baikal, an integrated 
management plan and land-use planning for this World Heritage property that 
fully considers all proposed projects, including the mega-project proposed 
for the development of a Special Economic Zone for tourism in Buryatia 
and Irkutsk Region to ensure that they are implemented in a way that is 
compatible with the Otstanding Universal Value and conditions of integrity 
of this property. Such an integrated management plan should also consider 
options to address the impact associated to the pollution coming into the lake 
from the Upper Angara and the Selenga rivers; 

in addition to the demands stated in the draft decision of the session��

a)  to appeal to the Government of the Russian Federation to present a report 
about planned measures to be undertaken for conservation of the ecosystem 
of  “lake Baikal” World Heritage property with particular reference to the 
current and potential influence of existing, projected and under construction, 
hydropower stations along the Angara cascades  

b)  to appeal to the Mongolian Government with the request to provide a 
comprehensive environmental impact assessment of planned water diversion 
and Hydropower stations construction in the selenga River Basin on the lake 
Baikal World Heritage property 

14  With regard to the «Volcanoes of Kamchatka» World Heritage property, in addition 
to the demands stated in draft decision of the session (http��//whc unesco org/
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en/sessions/36CoM/documents), to also decide that changing the documents 
which determine the management of the values for the World Heritage Area was 
inscribed, is inadmissible; and that allowing geological prospecting in the World 
Heritage Area is unacceptable 

 to request the Russian state party to prepare by February 1, 2013 a report on the 
state of conservation of the World Heritage property for examination by the World 
Heritage Committee at its 37th session in 2013, with a view of considering the 
possible inscription of the property on the list of World Heritage in Danger due to 
threats from the construction of hydropower stations and geological prospecting 

15   to strongly recommend to all state Parties to prohibit state companies 
participating directly or indirectly in any activity that could lead to the destruction 
of World Heritage properties or values on the territory of other countries, and in 
particular��

 
 to recommend strongly hat the Chinese state party seizes negotiations with the 
Russian Federation over delivery of gas using the Western route via the territory of 
the “Golden Mountains of Altai World Heritage property 

 to recommend strongly that the French state party ceases its participation in a 
�oint venture with the Russian state company “Resorts of the northern Caucasus” 
until Russia withdraws its plans to construct the “lagonaki” mountain ski resort in 
the “Western Caucasus” World Heritage area and withdraws the legislation that 
allows such a construction 

St. Petersburg, 24 June 2012
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reSolutIon SPB/6��  
on the threats to the Cultural heritage 

Properties (russia and ukraine)

1   Having heard and discussed the reports and presentations by participants on 
the progress in the implementation of the decisions and recommendations of theof the 
World Heritage Committee concerning the preservation of the Cultural Heritage concerning the preservation of the Cultural Heritage 
Properties in Russian Federation and Republic of ukraine, the international nGo 
Forum “Protection of World Heritage Properties” declares that��

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

2   the Russian Federation has no uniform policy on the conservation of World 
Heritage properties  Despite repeated recommendations by the World Heritage 
Committee, a federal executive body authorized to conserve and manage 
World Heritage properties has not been established  in a number of cases, the 
boundaries of World Heritage properties and their buffer zones have not been set  
information (including cartographic data) about the properties, their boundaries, 
buffer zones, and restrictions on economic activity thereby imposed in these areas 
is not publicly available  

3   in recent years, World Heritage properties have been sub�ected to negative 
impacts directly sanctioned by the authorities (e g , demolitions of historic 
buildings and inappropriate new construction in the historic centres of saint 
Petersburg and Yaroslavl; construction of a road near the Church of the 
intercession on the nerl River; and plans for new construction in the Moscow 
Kremlin)  

4.  The Russian Federation has systematically avoided fulfilling its mandatory 
obligation, as stipulated by the operational Guidelines for the implementation of 
the World Heritage Convention, to provide information about pro�ects impacting the 
outstanding universal Value of World Heritage properties  it has for several years 
delayed submitting state of conservation reports on individual properties to the 
World Heritage Committee  As a result of the ineffective work of national bodies, 
unesCo has practically frozen the process of inscribing Russian cultural heritage 
sites on the World Heritage list  the last time this happened was in 2005; since 
then, the Russian Federation has not nominated a single cultural heritage site for 
consideration by the World Heritage Committee  At the same time, attempts are 
being made to reduce the total area of individual properties under the guise of 
“clarifying” their boundaries and structure (e g , Historic Centre of saint Petersburg 
and Related Monuments) 

Forum participants thus call on the World Heritage Committee to��
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5   Demand that the Russian Federation strictly observe its commitments to 
conserving its World Heritage properties in accordance with the Convention 

6   send World Heritage Centre/iCoMos monitoring missions to evaluate the state of 
conservation of the following World Heritage properties�� Kremlin and Red square, 
Moscow; White Monuments of Vladimir and suzdal; Cultural and Historical 
ensemble of the solovetsky islands; Historic Monuments of novgorod and 
surroundings; Citadel, Ancient City and Fortress Buildings of Derbent 

7   Hold a special session in Russia on the status of the Russian Federation’s World 
Heritage properties, involving experts and representatives from the Russian 
Federation Ministry of Culture, the Russian Federation Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
and Russian nongovernmental organizations; discuss impediments to cooperation 
between the Russian Federation and the World Heritage Committee; and develop 
recommendations for improving mechanisms for the protection of World Heritage 
properties at the national level 

8   take note of the forum’s recommendations to the state Party to the Convention, 
as well as to the official agencies responsible for the management of World 
Heritage site C 540 – Historic Centre of saint Petersburg and Related Monuments 
(supplement 1 to Resolution sPB/6) 

Forum participants also call on Russian federal authorities to��

9   Join the Council of europe Frame Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for 
society (adopted october 27, 2005), whose signatories agreed to��

–  recognize that rights relating to cultural heritage are inherent in the right to 
participate in cultural life, as defined in the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights;

– recognize individual and collective responsibility towards cultural heritage;

– emphasize that the conservation of cultural heritage and its sustainable use 
have human development and quality of life as their goal 

10   include into Russian federal museum regulations clauses stipulating the 
responsibilities of cultural institutions charged with the management of World 
Heritage properties 

11   Amend the Russian federal regulatory framework on construction as it relates to 
restoration work on cultural heritage sites 

12   Develop and introduce necessary amendments to existing legislation that would 
exclude arbitrary interpretations of the terms “reconstruction” and “adaptation 
for contemporary use,” and guarantee an unequivocal ban on the demolition 
of historical buildings, construction of new buildings in their place, modification 
of their appearance, and exemptions of more than ten percent from approved 
building codes 
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13  Conduct an audit on the state of conservation of the Russian Federation’s World 
Heritage properties in accordance with the methodology adopted by iCoMos 
monitoring missions, paying particular attention to the problematic situations that 
have emerged at a number of these properties 

14. Develop and define the Outstanding Universal Value of its World Heritage 
properties, their boundaries and those of their buffer zones, integrated plans for 
their management, etc., and draft official technical certificates for World Heritage 
properties and their buffer zones 

REPUBLIC OF UKRAINE
  
15   Having examined reports regarding the state of conservation of the property 

№ 527 “Kiev: Saint-Sophia Cathedral, Kiev Pechersk Lavra and Related 
Monastic Buildings (Ukraine) (C 527 bis)”, 

  recalling Decision 35 CoM 7B 112 of the World Heritage Committee adopted on 
its session in 2011 in Paris, France, 

  taking into account unesCo/iCoMos �oint mission reports and 
recommendations, 

       considering existing problems with the state of conservation of the property��

     – construction pro�ects in the buffer zones of the saint-sophia Cathedral, 
Kiev-Pechersk lavra and at the river Dnieper slopes which are going on;

     – complete degradation of historical monastic landscape of the right bank of 
the Dnieper;

     – lack of positive progress in the state of conservation of the property,

Forum participants call on the World Heritage Committee��

16   to urge the state Party to provide full and ob�ective information andto urge  the state Party to provide full and ob�ective information and 
documentation on   all construction pro�ects in the buffer zones of the saint-sophia 
Cathedral, Kiev-Pechersk lavra and the slopes of the Dnieper river, which are 
already realized or are going to be realized as  well as finally revised plans for all 
ongoing pro�ects, to the World Heritage Center, according to Paragraph 172 of the 
operational Guidelines of the Convention;

17   to halt immediately all construction pro�ects in the buffer zones of  saint-sophia 
Cathedral (o Gonchara, 17-23, streletskaya str , 10/1, streletskaya str , 9/11), 
Kiev-Pechersk lavra and at the river Dnieper slopes (Klovsky spusk, 7-a, Mazepy 
str , 11-a, Grushevskogo str 9-b and others)  till the beforementioned information is 
provided and examined;

18   to organize the �oint unesCo/iCoMos mission involving experts in archeology, 
hydroheology and architecture to assess the possible negative impact of 
construction pro�ects on the integrity and outstanding universal value of the 
property;
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Forum participants also call government of the ukraine 

19   to introduce an immediate moratorium on construction and exploitation of hugeto introduce an immediate moratorium on construction and exploitation of huge 
underground parking lots in the dangerous hydrogeological zones of saint-sophia 
Cathedral and Kiev-Pechersk lavra; 

20   to reduce the height or demolish all dissonant constructions in the buffer zones 
of saint sophia Cathedral and Kiev-Pechersk lavra which threaten or may have 
negative impact on the outstanding universal value of the property and could 
compromise the panorama of historical-monastic landscape of the right bank of the 
Dnieper;

21   to integrate the necessary ad�ustments to the national legislative acts to 
consolidate the status of the territory of the buffer zone of saint-sophia Cathedral 
as the “especially valuable lands” and inscribe these data in the automated system 
of land register 

SUPPLEMENT 1 TO RESOLUTION SPB/6

Historic Centre of Saint Petersburg and Related Groups of Monuments 
(Russian Federation) (C 540)

Date of Inscription on World Heritage List
1990

Criteria
(i) (ii) (iv) (vi)

Having heard and discussed the reports and presentations by Petersburg 
participants, the international nGo Forum “Protection of World Heritage Properties” 
declares that��

1   Russian federal and saint Petersburg authorities have deliberately failed to 
comply with the resolutions adopted at previous sessions of the World Heritage 
Committee, which recommended that the State Party submit a modification/
clarification of the boundaries and structure of the property, define buffer zones, 
develop proposals for legal protection of the property in accordance with the 
principles of its integrated conservation, designate a principal management 
authority to control the authenticity and integrity of the property, and design an 
overarching management framework for the property 

2   the state Party’s assurances that “since 2005 the authorities have been carrying 
out a systematic retrospective inventory of the property” do not reflect the actual 
situation  in fact, since 2005 Petersburg authorities have continually attempted 
to reduce the number of locations in the property and narrow its boundaries by 
forcing them conform to the approved General Plan of saint Petersburg and the 
boundaries of the city’s preservation zones (ratified into law in 2009). Thus, nearly 
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all of the Petrograd side, the greater part of Vasilievsky island, and half of nevsky 
Prospect now lie outside the preservation zones 

3   the “list of locations in the Property,” prepared by the saint Petersburg 
Architecture and Urban Planning Committee and officially submitted to the World 
Heritage Centre, preserves approximately half of the previous number of these 
locations (139)  the neva River, the ladoga Canals, Fort Den in Kronstadt, the 
Gulf of Finland coastal forts of lisy nos and ino, the Koltushskaya elevation, the 
Yukkovskaya elevation, the historic centres of all of Petersburg’s palace suburbs, 
separate (otdelny) Park and the Alexander Dacha in Pavlovsk, tsarskaya 
slavyanka, and the Peterhof Aqueduct are among the locations that have been 
excluded from the list 

4   Federal and regional legal bans on demolition of historic buildings and new 
construction in the buffer zones have been systematically violated  the 
imperfection of the laws themselves, which contain vague wording and 
regulatory loopholes, has been used by developers, with the connivance of 
the authorities, to dismantle historic building, engage in new construction, and 
radically modify and build additions onto authentic building under the guise 
of “reconstruction” and “adaptation for contemporary use ” thus, on nevsky 
Prospect alone, six historic buildings have been demolished under the guise of 
reconstruction 

5   new high-rise construction remains a ma�or threat to the property  Historic 
preservationists succeeded in obtaining a court �udgment that declared the saint 
Petersburg law “on land use and Development Regulations” (adopted in 2009) 
invalid after officials illegally included over a hundred so-called local dominants 
(high-rise buildings not sub�ect to prevailing height zoning codes) in the text of 
the law  However, Petersburg authorities de facto sabotaged enforcement of 
the court’s decision, and then filed an appeal with the Presidium of the Russian 
Federation supreme Court to have it overturned 

 the authorities have arbitrarily interpreted procedures for granting exemptions to 
permitted specifications for new construction. Petersburg authorities, for example, 
have granted a height exemption of up to 500 meters to developers of the lakhta 
Centre complex, slated for construction in the unesCo-protected neva River 
estuary  they have thus authorized an unprecedented “exemption” for an area 
zoned for building heights of no greater than 27 meters 

6   Despite the fact that historic preservationists have achieved local victories by 
convincing Petersburg authorities to cancel permits for construction in several 
parks and squares, the process of eliminating public green spaces, redeveloping 
historic gardens and parks, and barbarously modifying their appearance continues 
apace  today, in particular, Babolovo Park in the town of Pushkin, the lopukhin 
Garden, and udelny Park remain at risk�� the felling of trees and new construction 
are either underway or are planned at these sites  the fate of a unique landmark 
of the art of landscaping, the tauride Garden, remains a matter of grave concern�� 
part of the site was previously sold to a private businessman for redevelopment, 
and now he has put the lot up for sale 
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7   in violation of the Russian federal law “on Cultural Heritage sites of the 
Peoples of the Russian Federation” and in contravention of basic scientific and 
methodological principles for the restoration of historical and cultural landmarks, 
the summer Garden recently underwent “ma�or repairs with elements of 
reconstruction.” Given the project’s stated focus on the first half of the eighteenth 
century, reconstruction of the ensemble has led to the destruction of most 
elements of the later phases in its history, during which the summer Garden 
was gradually transformed from an imperial residence into an public city park  
Among other alterations, an important feature of the summer Garden during 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, its “transparency,” has disappeared 
completely, and the sculptures have been rearranged  Planners also completely 
ignored the universally recognized value of authenticity�� as a result of the work that 
has been carried out, eighteen of the twenty-seven elements (i e , 66%) included 
in the plans for the renovated summer Garden are newly manufactured replicas  
the ensemble has thus largely lost its authenticity 

8   While they appreciate the decisions by the new saint Petersburg government 
to cancel a number of previously planned controversial pro�ects (including the 
orlovsky tunnel and a multi-use complex at the site of the historic tram depot on 
Vasilievsky island), forum participants note the large number of remaining threats 
to the city’s cultural heritage  Foremost among these is the european embankment 
development pro�ect�� if implemented, it would bury the old idea of creating a single 
public green area at the site and disfigure the view of the Spit of Vasilievsky Island. 
Alarming as well are plans to relocate one of the oldest shipbuilding facilities in 
Russia, the Admiralty shipyards (followed by the large-scale redevelopment of 
this vast site, which overlooks the neva River), and the Kirov Military Medical 
Academy, whose history dates to the reign of Peter the Great 

9   the condition and status of the archaeological sites discovered at the mouth of 
the Okhta River in 2006-2010 are particularly worrisome. The finds (encampments 
from the neolithic period and early Metal Age; a settlement from the novgorod 
period; fortifications of the fortress Landskrona [1300-1301]; fortifications of 
the fortress Nyenskans [1611-1703]; and a burial ground of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries) are the historical legacy not only of Russia, but also of 
northern europe  However, the sites have not been fully studied  unfortunately, 
the okhta Cape area is now privately owned, and the sites, although they have the 
formal status of a regional landmark, are constantly in danger of redevelopment 
and destruction 

 the condition and status of the archaeological sites discovered at the mouth of 
the Okhta River in 2006-2010 are particularly worrisome. The finds (encampments 
from the neolithic period and early Metal Age; a settlement from the novgorod 
period; fortifications of the fortress Landskrona [1300-1301]; fortifications of 
the fortress Nyenskans [1611-1703]; and a burial ground of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries) are the historical legacy not only of Russia, but also of 
northern europe  However, the sites have not been fully studied  unfortunately, 
the okhta Cape area is now privately owned, and the sites, although they have the 
formal status of a regional landmark, are constantly in danger of redevelopment 
and destruction 
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10   the long-term Program for the Preservation and Development of the Historic 
Centre of saint Petersburg (2012–2018), currently being drafted by the city 
administration, is particularly worrisome  Historical preservation organizations have 
raised concerns that under the guise of a “complex rehabilitation of the historic 
environment [that takes] into account public interests and the interests of private 
investors” a large-scale reconstruction, involving the massive demolition of historic 
intra-block buildings and construction of new, contextually inappropriate buildings, 
will be implemented  Work on the planned program has been undertaken in 
the absence of a coherent development strategy for the property and without 
public debate  Petersburg authorities have even refused to include the relevant 
committee from the city’s legislative assembly in the planning process, despite the 
fact that it submitted a formal proposal to involve its members in this work 

11   While they appreciate the ongoing negotiations between Petersburg authorities 
and professional historic preservation organizations, forum participants are forced 
to acknowledge that access to information on the urban planning decision-making 
process, pro�ects under development, the issuing of planning and building permits, 
etc , is extremely limited  Citizens quite often receive information about new, 
potential threats to historic Petersburg when building fences and construction 
equipment suddenly appear in their neighbourhoods 

Forum participants consider it necessary

12   to recommend that Russian federal authorities

– take immediate action to complete work on identification of the property, reject 
the proposal made by the saint Petersburg Committee on the Public use 
and Protection of Historical and Cultural landmarks (KGioP) to reduce the 
number of locations cited as part of the property, and officially submit to the 
World Heritage Centre documents and materials relating to the clarification 
of its structure, boundaries and buffer zones, as based on the findings of an 
independent working group of Petersburg experts established by decision of 
KGioP in 2010;

– inscribe the property in the Unified State Register of Cultural Heritage Sites as 
a federal landmark;

– delay approval of the lakhta Centre pro�ect until it is fully and publicly 
discussed, all materials on the pro�ect are submitted to the World Heritage 
Centre, and a visual impact study is made using the iCoMos methodology;

– ensure that the Kirov Military Medical Academy retains its rights to perpetual 
use of the lot it currently occupies and the historic buildings on it, and abandon 
plans to break up this august institution and move it to Gorskaya 

13   to recommend that saint Petersburg authorities

– ensure transparency in the work of the relevant city government committees 
and agencies by creating a website that would provide the public with promptly 
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updated, comprehensive information on pro�ects under development, expert 
appraisals, issued permits, and other documents and materials pertaining to all 
aspects of urban planning and cultural heritage preservation;

– declare a legal moratorium on reduction of the areas of public green spaces, 
and on new construction in gardens, squares and parks, and acknowledge the 
right of citizens to a healthy environment as a priority;

– enhance conservation measures for landmarks located outside the historic 
centre of saint Petersburg, and enact laws enforcing preservation zones 
around these landmarks and historical/cultural ensembles;

– support the numerous appeals by citizens, academics and cultural figures 
calling for the city to re�ect the european embankment development pro�ect 
and implement historic plans to create a city park on this site;

– confer archaeological landmark status of the federal significance on the Okhta 
Cape archaeological sites;

– amend the city’s land use and Development Regulations to reduce maximum 
permitted building heights for areas ad�acent to locations in the property that lie 
outside the historic centre, and conduct a study of proposed new construction 
in terms of their visual impact on locations cited as part of the property;

– promptly make public all studies and proposals pertaining to the Program for 
the Preservation and Development of the Historic Centre of saint Petersburg 
(2012–2018), recognize the necessity to first develop and discuss a strategy 
for the preservation and development of saint Petersburg, and, when 
developing the Program, to base it on the goal of preserving the authenticity 
and integrity of historic Petersburg, rather than making profits for investors;

– abandon the hasty and ill-conceived plans for the relocation of the Admiralty 
shipyards and the subsequent large-scale redevelopment of new Admiralty 
island 

14   to recommend that leningrad Region authorities

– enhance conservation measures for landmarks located in leningrad Region, 
and enact laws enforcing preservation zones around these landmarks and 
historical/cultural ensembles;

– halt construction work in the buffer zone around the Research Campus 
of Physician and Physiologist I.P. Pavlov, a unesCo World Heritage 
location (Ref  540-021), until its preservation zones have been developed and 
approved;

– establish a Koltushskaya Elevation regional nature preserve to protect 
this UNESCO World Heritage location (Ref. 540-032).

St. Petersburg, 24 June 2012


